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6241 Freedom Lane

RYAN 4 PREZ

Citrus Heights CA 95621

Dear FEC Representative,

I, Ryan Stephen Ehrenreich (FEC# P00011395), have now moved from a Democratic Primary Contender to an Independent
Write-In Candidate (running with Dr. Veronica Ehrenreich as VP) for the 2020 U.S. Presidential Election to be held on
Nov 3. For more info, please see my official statements on this matter:
* https://web.archive.org/web/20200830223409/https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1299898921565581312
* https://web.archive.org/web/20200830222949/https://twitter.com/rehrenreich/status/1300118846964072448

We will continue to campaign largely on the need to reform our existing Social Security & TANF programs into a single
Price Support for Labor that is BOTH means-tested AND only pays for hours NOT worked, out of a max of 40 per week per
person. For more info, please see our campaign posts on this matter:
* https://web.archive.org/web/20200828192030/https://www.facebook.com/Ryan4Prez/posts/3040406209518592
* https://web.archive.org/web/20200828194354if_/https://www.facebook.com/Ryan4Prez/posts/3008343452724868
* https://web.archive.org/web/20200828192125/https://www.facebook.com/Ryan4Prez/posts/3074239006135312

We will also campaign on the need to reform Medicaid & Medicare into a single system of Universal Coverage where
lifetime expenditures are capped per person (with possibilities of extensions granted on a case-by-case basis), but
where the benefits can be used at any point in one's life (i.e. usage is NOT constrained by age or wealth status). For
more info, please see our campaign posts on this matter:
* https://web.archive.org/web/20200828194537if_/https://www.facebook.com/Ryan4Prez/posts/2919404871618727

As we transition to focusing on the 2020 U.S. General Election, I am writing to you to confirm that our campaign (via
the RYAN 4 PREZ Committee, FEC# C00703512) still has NOT exceeded the $5000 threshold that triggers automatic
reporting
requirements to the FEC.

Furthermore, as we currently campaign via purely electronic means in direct Twitter & Facebook messages (i.e. we do NOT
use advertising), we do NOT foresee exceeding this threshold over the remaining course of the 2020 U.S. General
Election.

If for any reason this changes, we will keep you updated as required.

Thank you,
Ryan Stephen Ehrenreich, MBA
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